
Hailing from Goiânia, Brazil, Marcal is one of the hottest
names to have emerged from South America in recent

years. Signed to Radio Slave’s Rekids, Enemy Records, and
Token Records, the Brazilian producer has skyrocketed to

the forefront of the techno game, earning himself
accolades from some of the worldwide scene’s big guns

including Ben Klock, DVS1, Rødhad, Freddy K, Luke Slater, 
 and more with impressive consistency. 

 
His trade of choice, i.e. dealing out hypnosis-inducing,

sanity-combusting club material of the finest ilk, bursts to
further explosive effect throughout his presentations.

With intense groove, intelligent rhythms, complex
patterns, and hypnotic soundscapes, which are the go-to

elements of his sound signature, Marcal stakes out his
territory in sheer badman style.

Book Marcal

MARCAL
Rekids, Enemy, Token

Goiania, BR

https://pointcollective.agency/artists/marcal/


Food

Drinks

◇ Any style of nice comfortable restaurant

◇ No fast food

◇ 4 x bottles of still and sparkling water 

◇ 3 x  Gin Tonic or Beer

◇ 2 x Soda

◇ One (1) x Allen & Heath Xone 92/96 mixer

for the own use of the Artists only.

◇Four (4) Pioneer CDJ 3000 or CDJ-

2000nexus, linked with LAN cable placed left

and right on the outer side of the setup.

◇One (1) movable input EU socketfor 220

volts (Type F).

◇Two (2) high quality monitor speakers

placed left and right of the Artists at

shoulder height or above.

◇The artists must be able to control the

monitor level from the DJ- mixer (monitors

connected to the DJ- mixer). 

◇ If at the event there aren't any monitor

speakers, or they are not working correctly,

meaning they are suffering from feedback /

delay and/or distortions and no replacement

can be found, artist will NOT preform. 

◇ Soundcheck will be required no later than

two hours before the beginning of the event. 

◇ Monitor power must be derived from a

power source other than that of the

housesystem during the performance.  

◇ Absolutely NO direct spotlight on the artist.

The artist prefers dim atmosphere with light

on mixer only.

F L I G H T S
◇  Luggage : Personal Item + 

Carry-on (10kg)

◇ Seating: Window

◇ Airline: Random

◇  Departure city: TBD

H O T E L
◇  Hotel: 4 * minimum 

◇ Airbnb: Yes 

◇ Bedroom: Double room  

◇ Preference: Near venue

or city center

PROFILE

SET UP

TRAVEL 

GEAR

CHECKLIST

CATERING
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